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Quarterly results disclosure is the most appropriate frequency

The new Prime Minister, Fumio Kishida, is proposing a review of quarterly 

disclosure requirements, and of course I am opposed to it. In the first 

place, I cannot comprehend how reducing the frequency of financial 

results reporting could be beneficial for non-shareholding stakeholders. If 

business management was being distorted to achieve short-term profits it 

would be a different story, but I don't think that most Japanese business 

managers, for better or for worse, put shareholders first to begin with.

In most cases, I think quarterly is the most appropriate frequency for 

external investors to check business conditions (that's why the corporate 

quarterly report has been around for over 80 years). I was an analyst 

during the half-year accounting era, and the basic rule was to conduct a 

review three months after the announcement of results. The disclosure of 

information was discretionary and based on a relationship of trust, which I 

felt was problematic in terms of fairness and accuracy. The best approach 

would be to publish and make widely available a minimum set of figures, 

and when you want to convey more nuanced details to communicate these 

as well.

Second quarter results not as uplifting as first quarter

The results for the July to September period, which were announced 

amidst the debate about the review, were as expected not as uplifting as 

those for the January to March and April to June periods, although they 

were still strong overall. In addition to the recovery of domestic demand 

being setback due to the fifth wave of COVID-19, the constraints on supply 

and high costs caused by lockdowns in South-East Asia, power shortages 

in China and semiconductor and container shortages led to significantly 

varied results, particularly in the manufacturing sector.

The upstream materials industry is still performing well. Demand for 

products is generally strong and price increases are possible, which 

means that the benefit of sales can outweigh the impact of high raw 

material prices. Based on the current context, I feel that even if a high 

carbon tax were introduced, it will be very difficult to curb carbon dioxide 

emissions during a boom period.
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However, we should not take these good conditions for granted. In addition to the long-term issue of 

carbon emissions, the current level of demand has been inflated by both monetary and fiscal 

measures in response to the pandemic in developed countries, and as I will touch upon later, there is 

a considerable amount of investment in inventory. In light of this, I think it is important to make 

investment decisions based on the assumption that stocks will fall at some point (in fact, that seems to 

be the way prices have been formed).

On the other hand, in the downstream processing and assembly industry, there were many examples 

of the negative impact of the aforementioned factors. Even in the buoyant electronic components 

industry, which has remained largely unaffected by the coronavirus pandemic, we have heard 

countless stories of production being restricted by lockdowns in South East Asia for products that rely 

heavily on time-consuming assembly and inspection processes.

The negative impact of this is even more pronounced when it comes to final products. In many 

sectors, supply constraints have resulted in delays to the sales period and missing out on sales 

altogether, because if even one component is missing production is impossible. This problem is even 

more acute in modern industrial products, where the complexity of design and the rigour of quality 

assurance make it hard to change component manufacturers.

In the automotive sector, where the impact of the crisis has been most apparent, Toyota Motor 

Corporation continued steady production in the period from April to June thanks to a careful 

procurement strategy while other companies were struggling with the shortage of semiconductors. 

However, from September they were forced to scale back production due to a shortage of wiring 

harnesses caused by lockdowns in South East Asia, which had a knock-on effect on a number of 

related companies. Further, in the July to September period, the impact of supply constraints started 

to manifest for a wide range of companies, including sectors such as general machinery and electrical 

machinery that had not yet been affected.

Inventory levels are rising

As I solely invest in medium-sized companies, my coverage of the manufacturing sector is mainly 

processing and component manufacturers, but my general impression is that inventory levels are 

rising strongly. This is partly because of an intentional accumulation of inventories in response to the 

economic situation, and partly because inventories of other materials have built up due to supply 

constraints that halted planned production. In any case, at each stage of manufacturing and further 

downstream in the distribution industry, inventories are certainly increasing.

Source: Data from Quick and SMBC Nikko Securities. Source: Data from Bloomberg.
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In contrast, on the sales side, we have noticed that the decline in production of screws and other 

automotive parts, which are relatively easily acquired, has been smaller than the decline in production 

of finished cars. Presumably, this is because customers are building up inventories, either to level out 

their operations or to prepare for a deterioration of current conditions.

In this context, it is difficult to know which companies to invest in. If you want to bet on fourth-quarter 

or full-year results, you should aim for companies whose performance has been affected by temporary 

factors, but, with the exception of a few companies, there is no clear exit in sight. I am buying more 

shares in companies that show good results, with a good outlook, that are undervalued, as well as 

extremely undervalued companies that are expected to recover to some extent in the coming quarter.

At any rate, in order to invest with an eye on a company's medium to long-term prospects, it is 

necessary to keep a close eye on their current figures. As well as calling for a calm response from 

governing authorities, investors need to take a longer-term view and not be swayed by short-term wins 

and losses.

Source: Based on an article by Tatsuro NIGAURI, published in The Nikkei Online Edition on 7 

December 2021.
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Disclosures

Issued by Sumitomo Mitsui DS Asset Management (UK) Limited. Registered in England and Wales

Registered office 5 King William Street, London, EC4N 7JA; registered number 1660184. Authorised and regulated by the Financial

Conduct Authority.

Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance and may not be repeated. An investment’s value and the

income deriving from it may fall, as well as rise, due to market fluctuations. Investors may not get back the amount originally

invested.

The data contained in this document is for information purposes only. It is correct to the best of our knowledge at the date of issue and

may be subject to change. The client legal agreement will take precedence over this document. This document is not legally binding and

no party shall have any right of action against Sumitomo Mitsui DS Asset Management (UK) Ltd., in relation to the accuracy or

completeness of the information contained in it or any other written or oral information made available in connection with it. Nothing in

this document or any related presentation shall be deemed to constitute investment advice, nor shall we be deemed to be an investment

advisor unless formally appointed as such, or as discretionary investment manager, by way of written agreement.

The information contained in this presentation is to be used by the professional client that this document is issued to only.

Risk warning: On 1 January 2021 the UK left the EU transitional arrangements and no longer benefits from passporting rights

into EEA countries.

Duff and Phelps (Luxembourg) Management Company S.à.r.l. is authorised and regulated by La Commission de Surveillance du

Secteur Financier, and since 1st of July 2021 is the only Marketing Entity of Daiwa SBI Lux Funds SICAV in the European Economic

Area.

This document may not be copied, redistributed or reproduced in whole or in part without prior written approval from SMDAM AND

Duff&Phelps (Luxembourg) Management Company (for EAA countries).

About Sumitomo Mitsui DS Asset Management

We are an active investment management company headquartered in Tokyo, Japan with regional offices in London, New York,

Hong Kong, Singapore and Shanghai. We currently manage assets in excess of USD140 billion globally †. With nearly five

decades of experience in managing assets on behalf of institutional investors, we take advantage of our regional investment

presence and in-depth research-driven approach to deliver a competitive edge for investors. For more information please visit our

website at www.smd-am.co.uk.

NOTES: 

† Source: SMDAM, as at 31 March 2021.

Daiwa SB Investments Ltd. (DSBI) merged with Sumitomo Mitsui Asset Management Company, Limited (SMAM) on 1 April 2019.
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